6 months internship for final/pre-final year students

Company Name - Eduwaive Foundation is a not-for-profit company on a vision to transform social good sectors with the help of talent ecosystem by bringing personalized experience in higher education space with new age technologies.
Our mission -

Our mission is to channelize youth in tier 2-3 colleges and universities towards research, jobs and entrepreneurship opportunities in social good sectors by upskilling with an integrated STEM and humanities education through live projects. We aim at making higher education accessible, inclusive and affordable which will enable our youth towards the opportunities of fourth industrial revolution and help them solve socio economic problems of our country.

Our products and services:-

1. Consulting in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Big Data, Cloud Computing and IOT
2. Fellowship programs delivered via our upcoming hybrid learning platform around data analytics, machine learning, cloud computing, public policy and entrepreneurship with capstone projects from research institutes and companies across the world in social good sectors like Agriculture, Healthcare, Education, Smart cities and Smarter mobility
3. Community learning program with the help of workshops, webinars and hackathons

Team: -

Eduwaive Foundation has more than 100 years of experience in the industry and is expanding rapidly. We are around 20 including part time employees and volunteers located mainly in NCR region. We target to become around 25 by Dec,2019.

Leadership Team

Puneet Jindal - Chief Data Scientist and Director
Pulin Pathneja - CTO and Director
Vaibhav Sahu - ML consultant
Ximi Hoque - ML engineer
Shilpa Garg - ML consultant

Industry Advisor

Dr Anand Medepalli, ElementAI
Anand Jha, 1mg
Sudarson Roy, SymphonyAI
Selection Process

Selection process consists of 2 phases

1. Campus premises -
   a. Pre-internship talk - 45 min
   b. Test for 2.5 hours
      i. General awareness
      ii. Programming (problem statement)
      iii. Quantitative analysis
      iv. Situational problem solving
      v. Data analysis

2. Final interviews at office designated premises

Key Skills

- Quick thinking and problem solving skills
- Able to work independently and as a team player
- Excellent verbal communication skills
- Excellent active listening skills
- Positive and enthusiastic attitude
- Handles Rejection well
- Customer focus and result oriented approach

What we are offering

6 months internship with Eduwaive Foundation.

At Eduwaive Foundation, the student will be working on cutting-edge Machine learning techniques to solve real-world problems in technology domain. Projects can include

- Building Chatbot
Interns will be working end-to-end on every aspect of the Machine Learning solution, right from problem understanding and modelling to optimizing for accuracy and performance.

**Phases of Interns journey with Eduwaive Foundation**

**First 1.5-2 months-**

Rigorous training on AI, Big Data, ML, Cloud Computing, Agile methodology, Python, Java, Collaboration, Design Thinking etc by Industry facilitators

**Next 4 months -**

NDAs will be signed and Interns will be put on live projects related to Chatbots, ML, UI/UX development, data engineering, data analysis

**Last month -**

Interns will have to present their work
They will go through a rigorous hiring process for a consideration with PPO to continue with Eduwaive Foundation as full time employees. Hiring is up to company discretion at the moment in time.

**Who can apply:**

If you

- are available for full time (in-office) internship
- can preferably start the internship from Jan’19
- are preferably available for a duration of 6 months (till Jun’19 or Jul’19)
- have relevant skills and interests
- have already graduated or will be in final year of study during the internship period

**Perks:**

- Certificate, Letter of recommendation
- Pre-placement offer (PPO-intern’s performance will be evaluated during internship)
- Flexible work hours
- Informal dress code
- 5 days a week
- Experience Full Time employee role
- Can participate in weekly employee engagement activities

Documents Required

- Updated Resume with 2 Recent photographs
- All Academics Certificates (10th, 12th, Graduation or Post Graduation)
- Must have PAN Number, Aadhar Card or Acknowledgement of same